Abstract -Sub-graph isomorphism is an important elemental issue in graph theory. This paper aimed to cope with the fall in performance that the current algorithms meet when the edges of the source graph grow up, and proposed an algorithm based on breadth first strategy. The algorithm sorts the vertices of the two graphs by the degree of out-edge and in-edge and adds all the vertices to the feasible pair according to the connection relations of the current vertex. The onging solution will be discarded and turn to next when any conflicts occur. The experiment shows that it has the better performance than current algorithm when the edges increase.
Introduction
Graph is one of the most expressive structures in the information science. Applications in many sorts of domains apply graph to organize their data to take the advantage of its flexibility and expressive capability. The graph was used to represent DNA structures in bioscience, to represent molecule structures in chemistry, to represent superficial objects in image process, to represent social networks in virtual community and so on. In the context of graph research, the isomorphism between two graphs means a one-to-one map from each of the vertices of the one graph to that of the other preserving the same topological connections. Sub-graph isomorphism is an important research topic in the domain with the purpose of finding sub-graphs of a source graph which are isomorphic to a given pattern graph.
The techniques for sub-graph isomorphism can be roughly generalized into two classes [1] . One is the determination algorithm, also called exact algorithm, and the other is inexact algorithm. The exact algorithm, seeking for consistence in the vertices as well as the edges while matching, returns true only when every vertices of the pattern graph have their counterparts in the source graph and each edges between two vertices in the pattern graph have corresponding edges in the source graph regarding the match pair of the vertices. Many literatures fall into this category. For example backtracking based method [2] , state space based method [3] , group theory based method [4] , decision trees [5, 6] and etc. Inexact algorithm, with the purpose of reducing computing complexity and gaining speed, makes its sense on the ground of the fact that there will be noise while representing the objects or relations in the real world or the occasion that no exact result is required. This method usually defines a matching cost to measure the difference of the two graphs. The matching process is thus transformed into a procedure of minimizing the matching cost.
Since the exact sub-graph isomorphism on general graphs is inherently a NP problem, many research efforts have been devoted to some restricted classes of graphs such as trees, two-connected outer-planar graphs, and two-connected series-parallel graphs and graphs of bounded tree-width [8] . There are also many methods have been proposed to decrease the calculating expense of the NP sub-graph isomorphism algorithms. However, they all fixed their eyes on the influence by single vertex. In fact, the pair of vertices has more effect in the procedure of seeking the isomorphism because criteria based on this can reduce more than one path once. In this paper, we proposed an algorithm to make advantage of the criteria based on the multi-pair of vertices. Every checking round, we check and add all the edge-end vertices of the current vertex as part of match. The vertex will be skipped when fail to be verified. Experiment shows that it is an efficient strategy when the edges of the source graph grow up.
The rest of the paper is organized as follow. In section 2 we will present some researches related to our research. In section 3 we will present an basic algorithm and an improved one; The section 4 is the experiment done on the graph database. Section 5 we will conclude the paper and also give some possible future work.
Related Work
The exact sub-graph isomorphism composes two main parts. One part is the strategy of searching, and the other part is the fitness or pruning function. For a pattern graph with m vertices and a source graph with n vertices(m<n) ,there will be P(m,n) possible matches. So it's necessary to organize the solution space and search it efficiently and orderly. Ullmann's algorithm uses the permutation trees to present the solutions. Every nodes in the tree presents a match between a vertex in the pattern graph and a vertex in the source graph, and the path from the root to the leaf-node means a possible solution [2] . Cordella's algorithm uses state space to organize the solution space, and utilizes the relations of inclusion among the states to sequence the solutions [3] . Many researches adopted those two techniques as their searching strategies. To the second issue, Ullmann etc. defined constraints to get rid of the forward branches before hand, while Cordella etc define and fitness function F(n,m,v) to do the same thing. Both techniques are based on the degree of vertices. However, the cordella's is in a deeper lever. It makes use of the relations sufficiently between the vertices and edges of the two graphs. In a more theoretical aspect, that how many edges a vertex has and the checking order of the number of
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edges are crucial to the performance. Fedor V. etc. studied the influence of the tree-width and path-width to an isomorphism algorithm, and had showed that if the tree-width of pattern graph is at most t, then there is an algorithm for the sub-graph isomorphism running in a certain less time [12] . And even more, when the edges of the pattern graph is proportion to the vertices on the function of
, there is more simple algorithm to find whether this pattern graph is isomorphic to a source graph with bounded tree-width. According to this, MohammadTaghi etc. presented a polynomial-time sub-graph isomorphism algorithm under these restrictions [8] .
Apart from those researches exploring the relation between vertex and edge, there are also other attempts to lift the efficiency of the sub-graph isomorphism algorithm. One of the threads is to seek for parallel solution. M. Patwary etc. views the graph matching algorithm as a sparse matrix algorithm, and presented a parallel version by making use of sparse matrix partitioning methodology [14] . [7] describes a sub-graph type-isomorphism matching algorithm running on MapReduce platform. Another thread of researches is to apply some transformation algorithms. Minsu Cho propose a novel progressive framework which combines probabilistic progression of graphs with matching of graphs, which efficiently re-estimates in a Bayesian manner the most plausible target graphs based on the current matching result, and guarantees to boost the matching objective at the subsequent graph matching [15] . Jaeun Choi etc. proposed a multi-objective genetic algorithm for the sub-graph isomorphism problem. It designed a new fitness function which not only considers directly-visible characteristics of current solutions, but also considers the potential for being an optimal solution [16] . Those can be a potential weapon to address the sub-graph isomorphism, while the efficiency still left for verifying when facing the large scale graphs.
When setting out to attack the sub-graph isomorphism problem, the first issue will be faced is to choose the type of graphs. Some literatures chose to study the labeled graphs [10, 13] . As the more recently research shows that compared with unlabeled graph, the algorithm on labeled graph will gain more efficiency for the constraint effect of the labels. But in the research perspective, this effect will be a distraction to the sub-graph isomorphism study [11] . In this paper we focus our devotion to the pure unlabeled graphs.
Algorithm

Preliminary
Graph can be mainly divided into undirected graph and directed graph according to their edge type. In this paper, we addressed the directed graph, which is defined as
, the exact sub-isomorphism between A and B, is to find out all the sets of vertex pairs
each set is called an isomorphism solution, in which every vertex in graph A has an one-to-one mapped vertex in graph B. Fig.1 shows two graphs and two of isomorphism solutions. 
. Thus an unqualified pair is more close to the root, it will eliminated more unqualified solutions when it is checked. So sorting the pairs sounds to be of help to the match performance. One natural way to do the match is to sort the pairs first and then check every pairs systematically. In each round of the check, impose the constraint conditions on it to abandon the unqualified pairs. It is doubtless that all the solutions will be returned by this way. However it is not bound to have a nice performance because not all the pairs deserve a checking round. It's not a trivial cost when the number of graphs becomes large. Experiment shows that generating the pairs along the edges between the vertices is a relative better strategy than those systematical ones.
The Basic Breadth First Algorithm
__________________________________________________ ;R[],S[] is the vertex array of graph R,S respected, sorted by the degrees of the out-Edge and in-Edge, vertex Vi's out-Edge or in-Edge degree are denoted as Dout(Vi) or Din(Vi);
For match between R[0] and each member of S[]
  H ;H is a feasible set of pairs. If feasible(0,i) do Add (0,i) to feasible pairs set While(Exist non-visited node of SVex(H))
do ; )} ( , ) (*, | { ) ( S Vertex i H i i H SVex   
Visited(i)=true While(getPairs(H)) do Add the vertex pairs(m,n) to H if feasible(m,n).
If(
r N H  ) output the solution.
End while End while End for
*The feasible(m,n) function was defined as Dout(m)<Dout(n) and (Din(m)<Din(n). *The getPairs(H) function fetch a pair(m,n) from H in turn and generated all the possible match pairs according to the in and out edges of m and n. __________________________________________________
The algorithm starts with a vertex pair that has the maximum edges, then extends the pairs set by adding the both ends of out edges of the vertex of pair after checking its feasibility. Each pair added into the set will serve as a start node to extend new pairs. If all the nodes in graph R have been taken into the pairs, a solution is obtained. Otherwise, there must be a node in graph R that cannot be matched in the rest vertex of graph S and the algorithm will change to another start node. The algorithm ends when all the possible start nodes have tried.
Because the vertex are sorted by the degree of out-edges and in-edges, the matching process can be ended as earlier as the time it first meets the unmatched pair.
We adopted the uncompressed adjacent matrix to store the graph. Fig.2 shows the structures of the two example graphs mentioned before. 
The Improvement Breadth First Algorithm
This section, we present an improvement algorithm based on the former one to reduce the memory cost without much decrease in performance.
In a graph, for every pair of vertex, we can see four types of relations between the two vertices. They are no edge, one edge in forward direction, one edge in backward direction and two edges in bi-direction. In former algorithm, we record those information by putting down 0 or 1 in different place. In fact, to the algorithm presented ahead, it's only crucial to provide a way to visit the edges by index and the place as well as how to present the relation types is not very important. So we compress the adjacent matrix by only reserving the place for pairs that have the ascendant order for the two vertices. In the place where has two possible values of 0 or 1 before, now has four optional values of 0-3. We use 0 to present no edge, 1 to the forward direction edge, 2 to the backward direction and 3 to the bidirectional edge. The representation which applies to the example graphs come the following Fig. 3 
Experiments
We do the experiment on the Graph Database realized by SIVALab of the University of Naples ''Federico II''. This database has been well applied as a benchmark in the graph isomorphism research community [17] . The graphs have been randomly generated according to six different generation models, each involving different possible parameter settings. As a result, 84 diverse kinds of graphs are contained in the database. Each type is represented by thousands of pairs of graphs for which an isomorphism or a graph(sub-graph) isomorphism relation holds, for a total of 143,600 graphs. There are mainly three parameters of the graphs in the databases. One is the number of vertex. There are 10 classes numbers in the database from 20 to 1000. The other is proportion that the sub-graph contains nodes in the full graph, the three of which are 0.2,04 and 0.6 respectively. The third is the average branches that the full graph possesses, which named as .
We choose a subset of the graph database to perform the experiment. On each category of the graphs with the same parameters we run 10 times on different graphs and get the average performance. To avoid inconsistence caused by the computing platform, we normalize the cost time to some scales. For the initial algorithm we denote it as BBF, and for the improvement one, we denote it as IBF. We choose VF2 as the reference algorithm for it is the most popular algorithm nowadays and many other researches have chosen it as the reference algorithm. The rows of the tables are for different proportions that the sub-graph contains nodes in the full graph. The columns of the tables are the number of vertex in the full graphs.
We use three tables to put down the experiment results, for
From the tables, the IBF is slower than the BBF almost in every situation. However, their time costs are in the same order of magnitudes. In some memory sensitive occasion, the IBF can be taken as an alternative algorithm for it diminishes the memory cost markedly. When the number of vertices is not very large, the VF2 performs better than BBF and IBF. But with the scale of the graph growing, the proposed algorithm gets better than VF2, especially the case of the algorithm BBF. And with number of vertices of the target graph getting close to that of the source graph, the superiority of the proposed algorithms looks like more stable. For maximum number of vertices is 1000 and the number of edges is also not very much in the graph database, further experiment on larger database is required to demonstrate the observation. 
Conclusion
This paper proposed algorithms to seek the isomorphism from one smaller pattern graph to another larger source graph. We based our work on the attempt to explore the relations of the vertices and edges. Experiment on the graph database shows that the proposed algorithm performed better than the benchmark algorithm when the vertices and edges of the graphs grow up to some scale. As we pointed out that exploring relations of the vertices and edges and seeking in parallel are the two main trend for the sub-graph isomorphism problem, there are two aspect of work worth to do in the future. One is do some experiment on larger scale graphs to improve our algorithm, the other is to develop a parallel version of the proposed algorithm.
